








Angel of Death-Josef Mengele 

The fools. Their astounding lack of intelligence is laughable - how could these two officers 

come from the so-called greatest land in the world? Their attire is so improper- the buttons 

on the taller one's have been done sloppily, making me prickle. Does he not care how he 

represents his country? Does he not care enough to represent it with pride? 

The soldiers look at me, with neither fear nor recognition in their dumb, animalistic eyes; 

though that is enough to stir some rightful hatred within me, I know it puts me at an 

advantage. If I keep my head low, I shall be set free. Perhaps I'll even be lucky enough to 

escape to Bavaria or even Austria, and have a home with a lovely piano. But wishful thinking 

such as this is dangerous, and no outcome comes out of simple dreaming. 

How could the soldiers not know of me -the one who had the power to change science as all 

knew it? The one to, in future, revive the legacy of the long-forgotten, long dormant Aryan 

master race?  

True, I have always valued the outcome of my own hard work more than the vanity of fame, 

but it stings to not be recognized. 

They do not care, I see it in their eyes, in the way they glossed over the prisoners with bored 

glances and blank purpose-they are nothing,  nobody of worth, and as they turn to look at 

me I conceal the disgust easily with great satisfaction.  

I cannot understand how such imbecile-like pigs like these have managed to cut through the 

heart of great Germany's cities, how they managed to amass enough force to storm our 

walls with the help of the Soviets. 

The Soviets!  The worst of the worst, and how I long to dissect them and see if their heart 

bleeds as red as they say- to match the bloody color of the flag that they hold so dear.  

Their lives are worth nothing to me nor are of any use to the intelligent world. My hands 

itch to probe into the most painstaking part of their nerves, to harvest their organs for the 

greater good.  

Some may call me a monster, but I call myself  a simple scientist- my job is to examine and 

experiment, to get results  in order to genetically manufacture a glorious, blonde-haired and 

sapphire-eyed new empire that shall seep through the ignorant walls of the lands of lesser 

men, and spread our righteous ideals throughout the world.  

I must detach myself and any possible emotions from my work, lest I shall fail out of 

supposed kindness for mere animals. There are people of purer blood and spirit than these 

wretched wenches, and for them I am willing to make sacrifices. 

Call me a monster, supporters of dystopian democracy, but my allies know me as a great 

man who does only the best for his country. The ice in my veins is long settled, and I feel no 



remorse, I never will- why should I be sorry for doing my rightful duty? As both an SS 

member and servant to my country? I don't care if you oppose me; your blatant ignorance 

of my greatness shall be your own demise. 

 

I do not care to rid you of your blindness; I am no miracle worker, nor am I a saviour like our 

beloved fuhrer Adolf Hitler - I am but one of the masses slowly working my way to eternal 

remembrance and glory.  

The children would call me "Uncle Josef." Sometimes I wonder if I have become the people I 

hated the most. I often hated my parents for being as cruel as they were to me; my mother 

being a terrifyingly ominous presence in my childhood, and my father for trying to rigidly 

control my life. I hated my parents for being so cold to me, and yet here I am.  

Well, it's too late for regrets now. I never hurt anyone, not truly, and it's useless to make 

amends. 
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